BACKLIT DISPLAY COMBINATION 02 (20' X 10' X 10')

Parts Included

- Qty 2 - Pop Up Frame
- Qty 8 - 4 Section Channel Bars
- Qty 8 - 3 Section Channel Bars
- Qty 8 - End Cap Channel Bars
- Qty 2 - Carry Bags
- Qty 4 - Channel Bar Bags
- Qty 6 - Straight Connectors
- Qty 8 - Ladder Light Sets
- Qty 8 - Transformers
- Qty 8 - Transformer Power Cords
- Qty 8 - Ladder Light Travel Bags
Assembly Sheet

**BACKLIT DISPLAY COMBINATION 02 (20' X 10' X 10')**

**Set Up Pop Up Frame**

a. Place frame with the adjustable feet facing down.
b. Expand the frame.
c. Close frame by pushing the outside of the frame until male and female ends connect.

**Insert Channel Bars**

a. Expand each channel bar. Follow bungee to connect.
b. Attach channel bars to frame.
c. Slide channels bars onto frame, from top to bottom, then secure onto metal peg.
d. Attach the top and bottom endcaps on each side of the frame.

**Unfold The Hooks**

a. Locate each hook.
b. Turn each hook outward.
c. Twist each hook to face the front of the ladder light.
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Hook Ladder Lights

a. Hang ladder lights from top "x" bar. Note: Make sure to follow label that says "UP" or "DOWN".
b. Hang ladder lights in each section of the frame until reaching the bottom of the frame.

Connect Ladder Lights

a. Connect each ladder light together using the barrel connectors.
b. Connect bottom set of lights to the LED Driver using the barrel connectors.
c. Insert power cord to the LED Driver. Plug other side into your main power outlet.

Install Graphic

a. In each corner, insert the silicone edge beading into the groove.
b. Then insert the remainder of the beading. Repeat blockout installation for the back frame.
c. Then repeat graphic installation on the end caps for each side.
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Connecting Walls

Place the (2) 4x3 frames side by side.

Note: Rendering shown without graphics for clarity.

Straight Connection

1. *Starting from behind, make sure the frames are flushed next to each other.
2. Slide Straight Connector onto the channel bars of both frames.
3. Turn dial to the left to lock the Straight Connector in place. Repeat for each vertical sections (6 total).
4. *Back side of the 4x3’s shown above.